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PHL 101: Introduction to Philosophy Online (3 week intensive) 
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth 
Dr. Tim Nulty 
Summer 2019 
 
tnulty@umassd.edu 
 
All readings, videos and other materials will be provided free on the course website.  
 
 

Course Description 
This course explores topics in most of the major areas of philosophy: logic, metaphysics, 
epistemology, social & political philosophy, and ethics. This course serves as a 
preparation for more advanced studies in philosophy. In addition, the course provides the 
opportunity to discuss critically and rationally some of the most fundamental questions of 
human existence: Does a god exist? Can we really know anything with certainty? What is 
the nature of the mind? What is this self that I think I am? Do we have free will? What is 
the best kind of society/government? These questions, and the tentative answers to them, 
are about you and your life.  
 

Course Objectives 
There are two main objectives of this course. First, students are expected to develop their 
critical thinking skills. This means that students should be able to identify arguments and 
offer intelligent, well articulated criticisms. Students should also be able to make sound 
arguments of their own. This involves understanding some basic rules of logic. The 
method of philosophy is rational argumentation. One cannot claim to understand 
philosophy if one does not know how to argue. Second, students should gain competence 
with the issues and concepts in the major areas of philosophy. They should also be able to 
explain how these abstract philosophical problems are relevant to their own lives.  
 

Course Expectations 
The minimum expectation is that you will be online at least every other day and that you 
will participate by replying to discussion board questions. By ‘participate,’ I also mean 
that you should ask intelligent questions about the reading, respond to other students’ 
questions and to my comments on your posts.  
 
Philosophy is a difficult subject area because of its conceptual complexity, but also 
because few people have had prior exposure to philosophical literature. How does one 
prepare for philosophy class? First, read the assignment at least twice, making note of 
areas you don’t understand, or areas that you find interesting or helpful. Second, you 
should then try to summarize the reading in your own words by writing a paragraph or 
two in your notebook. You can test your understanding of the readings and videos by 
trying to write a detailed summary of the readings and videos in your own words. Some 
helpful questions include: What is the author’s main point? How does the author argue 
for his or her claims? What problems are there with the author’s arguments?  
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I cannot stress enough the importance of taking notes on the readings and videos. The 
practice of writing about philosophy will serve you well on the three exams. If you do not 
understand some portion of the text, it is your responsibility to do whatever is necessary 
to acquire that understanding. You are responsible for your education.  
 

Graded Work 
There will three essay exams. Each exam will be worth 25% of your grade.  Responses to 
posted discussion forum questions will be worth 25% of your grade.  Submitted work 
will be graded based on the level of detail, conceptual precisions, argumentative rigor, 
and thoroughness of each answer.  
 

Plagiarism & Academic Misconduct 
 Any form of plagiarism or academic misconduct will result in failure of the course and 
notification of the university. Claims of ignorance regarding the citation of sources are 
insufficient justification for academic misconduct. It is your responsibility to know the 
university’s policies on academic misconduct; you are also responsible for asking 
questions if you are not sure if you need to cite a source or not.  
 

Course Grading Criteria 
 
The Grade of A: The essence of A-level work is that it is excellent overall with no major 
weaknesses. 
The work at the end of the course is on the whole clear, precise, and well-reasoned.  A-level work 
demonstrates an insightful mind beginning to take charge of its own ideas, assumptions, 
inferences, and intellectual processes.  There is an original argument or interpretation and the 
work is at an advanced level. 
 
The student can regularly analyze issues clearly, distinguish what is relevant from irrelevant, 
recognize questionable assumptions, clarify concepts effectively, identify competing points of 
view, show a general tendency to reason carefully from clearly stated premises, and has excellent 
reasoning and problem-solving skills.   
 
 
The Grade of B: The essence of B-level work is that demonstrates strengths but is less 
consistent in high-level performance than A-level work. Nonetheless, it has some distinctive 
weaknesses, though no major ones. 
The work at the end of the course is also on the whole clear precise, and well-reasoned, but with 
occasional lapses into weak reasoning.  The student charitably represents the views of other 
philosophers, but the work does not make an original contribution.  The work is of high-quality. 
 
The student can often analyze issues clearly, distinguish what is relevant from irrelevant, 
recognize questionable assumptions, clarify concepts effectively, identify competing points of 
view, show a general tendency to reason carefully from clearly stated premises, and has good 
reasoning and problem-solving skills.   
 
 
The Grade of C: The essence of C-level work is that it demonstrates decent mastery of content 
but it is inconsistent with several weaknesses. 
The work at the end of the course shows some emerging skills but also shows some weaknesses 
in reasoning.  While some assignments may be reasonably well done, others may be poorly done, 
or the assignments are all generally of average quality.  The student does not charitably represent 
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the views of other philosophers and/or does not understand the broader implications of the 
positions he or she is discussing.  Effort is made, but the work may lack organization, focus, 
and/or depth in argument. 
 
The student can occasionally analyze issues clearly, distinguish what is relevant from irrelevant, 
recognize questionable assumptions, clarify concepts effectively, identify competing points of 
view, show a general tendency to reason carefully from clearly stated premises, and has fair 
reasoning and problem-solving skills.   
 
 
The Grade of D: The essence of D-level work is that it demonstrates only a minimal level of 
understanding and skills in critical thinking. 
The work at the end of the course demonstrates frequent uncritical thinking.  Most assignments 
are poorly done.  There is little evidence that the student is reasoning through the assignment.  D-
level thinking lacks discipline and clarity. The work is vague, confused, and/or irrelevant.   
 
The student can rarely analyze issues clearly, distinguish what is relevant from irrelevant, 
recognize questionable assumptions, clarify concepts effectively, identify competing points of 
view, show a general tendency to reason carefully from clearly stated premises, and has poor 
reasoning and problem-solving skills. 
 
 
The Grade of F: The essence of F-level work is that the student demonstrated a pattern of 
uncritical thinking and/or failed to do the required work of the course. 
The work at the end of the course is as vague, imprecise, and as unreasoned as it was in the 
beginning of the course.  There is little evidence that the student is genuinely engaged in the task 
of taking charge of his or her thinking.  Many assignments appear to have been simply going 
through the motions without really putting any significant effort into thinking his or her way 
through them. The work is unacceptable and demonstrates little to no understanding. 
 
Consequently, the student cannot analyze issues clearly, distinguish what is relevant from 
irrelevant, recognize questionable assumptions, clarify concepts effectively, identify competing 
points of view, show a general tendency to reason carefully from clearly stated premises, and has 
no reasoning and problem-solving skills. 
 
 
 

Assignment Schedule 
 

Week One (5/20/19 – 5/25/2019) 
 

Types of Arguments & Philosophical Reasoning 
• Intro to Critical Thinking 
• Deductive Argument 
• Abductive Arguments 
• Inductive Arguments 
• Fallacies 

 
Arguments for the Existence of God 

• Anselm, The Ontological Argument 
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• Aquinas, The Five Ways 
• Paley, The Watch and the Watchmaker 
• Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion 
• Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker 
• Mackie, Evil and Omnipotence 

 
 
EXAM #1 due 5/25/2019 
 

Week Two (5/26/2019 – 6/1/2019) 
 

Theories of Knowledge 
• Plato, Allegory of the Cave 
• Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy 
• Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding 
• Berkeley, Three Dialogues 
• Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding 

 
The Nature of the Mind 

• Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy 
• Nagel, What is it Like to be a Bat? 
• Armstrong, The Nature of the Mind 

 
EXAM #2 due 6/1/2019 
 

Week Three (6/2/2019 – 6/7/2019) 
 

Free Will and Determinism 
• Paul-Henri Thiry, Of the System of a Man’s Free Agency 
• Hospers, The Range of Human Freedom 
• James, The Dilemma of Determinism 
• Taylor, Freedom and Determinism 
• Stace, The Problems of Morals 
• Holmstrom, Firming up Soft Determinism 

 
Ethics 

• Rachels, The Challenge of Cultural Relativism 
• Kant, The Categorical Imperative  
• Mill, Utilitarianism 
• Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil 

 
EXAM #3 due 6/7/2019 
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